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It turns out that deregulation (which is just regulation in favor of 
corporations) has had a dreadful impact on our economy.  But the biggest impact 
affecting our currency began back in 1913 when the control was given to the 
newly created Federal Reserve to print our currency.  This practice must be 
returned at once to the Treasury.

The very fact that a non-government or private corporation is controlling our 
currency speaks volumes on your self-interest and the added arrogance of the 
extravagant bonuses on top of the manipulation of our currency is shameful.

To add even more insult your repeated meddling in market interest rates and the 
games that are played with trading paper money for overnight profits is 
downright disgusting and has caused repeated destruction of any middle or lower 
class wealth that may have been created in our hard assets, social programs or 
the stock market even though it was mostly through forced participation.

Through back doors of bailouts, devaluation and inflation the temporary wealth 
felt by anyone but the upper class has been handed back over to the elite to 
make them whole while everyone else suffers; all while consolidating and making 
the very perpetrators larger than ever exacerbating the problem that has been 
named as the problem of "to big to fail".  All managed through carefully 
directed rumors to eliminate competitors just as it was back when the Federal 
Reserve was trying desperately to establish itself in the US.  This time the 
stakes where much higher and the buyouts of failed institutions much cheaper as 
a percent of their true value.

Not only have you perpetrated these frauds on the American public but you've 
been front and center in insuring that Americans see no better life than one in 
which they buy a house for $200,000 and actually pay $350,000 or a car for 
$25,000 and pay $32,000.  This has all become a necessity because of a 
devaluing dollar and a decaying standard of living.  We've been lead to the 
trough and taught to drink the kool-aid.

Your judgement day will come and you will be held accountable for all the 
people that lost their lives, homes and savings because of your poor oversight 
or should I say your intentional lack of oversight.

"Give me control of a nation's money supply, and I care not who makes its laws" 
- Mayer Amschel Rothschild

Regards,

Todd Clay


